
 Biographies and memoirs make for good reading because they can frame important events and 

issues in life through the framework of an intriguing personality.  Her are twelve recent lives that look at 

noted people than shine a little on events in the news,  the arts,  spirituality and medicine.    

 Starting out with people in the news, "Sons of Wichita" by Daniel Schulman examines politically 

influential Koch family.  Schulman shows how Fred Koch's oil and cattle-ranching interests were grown 

by his sons into one of the largest public corporations in the world.   While bothers Bill and Frederick 

have used their wealth for private pursuits, Charles and David became political activists.  Influenced by 

their father, who was present at the birth of the John Birch Society, Charles and David have spent 

decades trying to remake the American political landscape and mainline their libertarian views.   

  "A Fighting Chance” by Elizabeth Warren tells how a small-town Oklahoma girl who wanted only 

to be a schoolteacher became a law professor with a deep understanding of why people go bankrupt.   

Her research taught her that a core belief of her middle class upbringing, that bankruptcy filers were 

flim-flam men, was false.   When asked to testify on bankruptcy before Congress, Warren found her 

thrust into a political career. Her journey is worth a read to see how she got from point A to point B.     

 "Let's just say it wasn't pretty" by Diane Keaton talks about motherhood, acting, friends and 

lovers in this "buoyant" memoir.   A running theme in the book is her indifference to our society’s ideal 

of feminine beauty, one which attempts to defy aging.  In a Hollywood world of facial nips and tucks and 

breast implants, Keaton moves forward, impervious to trendy reconstructions. This is a book that, says 

the Chicago Tribune, "is good for the soul.” 

 In 'New Life, No Instructions" by Gail Caldwell, the author "confronts, with pluck and fortitude, 

the hurdles that life throws her way." Caldwell,  author of two stalwart memoirs, deals with loss (her 

friend and fellow author Caroline Knapp), aging (degenerative arthritis) and limitations (her ability to 

care for her very-active Samoyed puppy).  

 "The monuments men" (book and DVD) tells how a team of curators’ and artists, all past combat 

age, recused European art works during World War Two.  The MFAA (Monuments, Fine Arts, and 

Archives) followed the front, seeking to prevent the destruction of valuable collections and recovering 

art works stolen by the Nazis.  Robert Edsel's book reconstructs their activities through letters and 

memoirs. George Clooney's film version is part "Saving Private Ryan" and part "Ocean's Eleven."  Since 

the MFAA had “receded into the fog of history (Washington Post),”  to have their story told.  

 'Meetings with remarkable women" by Lenore Friedman profiles women who encountered 

Buddhist teachings and became teachers in their own right.   The 1960's saw a flowering of interest in 

meditation and Buddhist philosophy as Burmese Arhats,  Japanese Roshis and Tibetan Lamas found a 

ready audience in the states.  We learn how these women got started on the Buddhist path, how they 

grew to become masters in their own right, the obstacles they faced as women in a teaching role, and 

why they found this such a compelling practice. "The teachers' own words and thoughts are skillfully 

oven into Friedman's lucid prose."   



 "ee commings" by Susan Cheever  profiles the poet was whose innovations in poetic form and 

syntax made him “too popular for the academy and often too sassy to be taught in high school.”  A 

product of the early 20th century, he was an associate of the early modernists and of Ezra Pound.   

Despite his radical and bohemian public image, he was a Conservative, anti-Semitic, and an ardent 

supporter of Joseph McCarthy.   

 "The Crusades of Cesar Chavez" by Miriam Powell  is a life of the charismatic founder of the 

United Farm Workers. Chavez was a brilliant organizer and a committed non-violent advocate for social 

justice, but he was also an autocrat who  demanded complete loyalty from his follower  "Powell paints a 

complex portrait of Chavez with all his strengths and weaknesses (Library Journal)."   

 "A castle in the clouds" by Barry Rodrigue profiles Tom Plant, industrialist turned country squire, 

who built Castle in the Clouds.  Author Rodrigue details Plant's background, business career and how he 

came to establish his rural eerie.  

 "A twist of Lyme" by Andrea Caesar recounts the author's struggles with Lyme disease . Her 

symptoms were not recognized or properly treated because, to the medical profession, this was "a 

disease that doesn't exist."  Caesar's story, and the DVD Under Our Skin, make for timely reading and 

viewing, because the ticks are out!  

 Finally, "Uncommon waters' by Holly Morris contains essays, poems and stories by women 

writers on the joys of fishing. Contributors include Margaret Atwood, Nancy Lord, and Lorain 

Hemingway, who gives a teeth-clenching account of angling for marlin. Also included: an angler's guide 

for ladies written in 1421(!) by Dame Juliana Berners.   
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